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One of the most common problems we are facing now is how to achieve WORLD 

PEACE and how to exercise our freedom to use our HUMAN RIGHTS. It considered as one of 
the great challenge of our leaders to solve this dilemma of life aside from economic crisis we are 
facing now. As we observed, nowadays, wherever we may go the presence  of crime, corruption, 
extrajudicial killings, hostage crisis and other  violence that contravenes the law are always 
subsist and even our rights as human beings didn’t give us the chance to accentuate it or even 
expressing it. To have peace and to have freedom to use our human rights is very substantial in 
our daily lives. For it makes us to be an abiding citizen to the law of our country and to 
developed camaraderie for the succession or for the prosperity of our fatherland or for our state. 
We can have peace and freedom for our human rights depends how people deals with it, use with 
it and how individuals use their perfect knowledge about the importance and essence of peace 
and knowing the benefits that we can get from our human rights. Peace is a means of or denotes 
tranquility, solemnity and quietness that should be developed to foster understanding, 
cooperation and friendship among other people. 

 
Building culture of peace always goes with human rights. That culture of peace creates an 

atmosphere of freedom and universal respect, where all human rights are upheld and protected of 
equality between woman and man as peers and partners and as well as the relationship of the 
state and the citizens. A culture of peace values justice and pursues sustainable development, 
respects the integrity of cultures and the natural environment and promotes social order based on 
equal human rights, the human dignity of all persons and reverence for living creatures and life 
systems. We can attain this if we people tends to be educated to the value of human solidarity, 
mutuality and justice, and learn the skills that enable us to renounce all forms of violence and 
take peace as away of life.” How can we imagine life if we achieve the peace that we want and 
the fair treatment or equality being given to us by the society and our state? Perhaps, we can live 
life peacefully to the fullest and we can now express freely our complaint and distress about the 
governance, violence and any   other contrary that results to break the law of our fatherland. One 
of the most common mistakes now in every country is how they govern their fellow citizens. 
They did not allow the citizen to express their freedom and their complaint regarding with their 
sufferings about the governance, which it results to the rebellion of the citizen. One example of 
this, are those country who inherit communistic government. Even here in our country, we are 
using democratic governance but still we may see the different injustices and inequality of the 
leaders to the whole citizenry. Just to take this example, a person who is being murdered which 
up to now didn’t receive the justice of their death. The hostage crisis happens at the Quirino 
grandstand, the increasing number of gang rape, the brutality of police and even the graft and 
corruption that up to now our state didn’t give such supplementary and immediate action to 
dwell on this problem. They are just focusing on one problem, which is our economic standing, 
but in the other side of the problems we are facing, they just neglect it or they just give less 
importance with it. Now, how can we achieve the peace that we want to attain if there are so 
many hindrances to arrive with the said culture of peace? Peace as we observed now is a rare 
commodity in today’s world. People love to make such violence that disobeys the law of the 
state. This is evident by the wrong governance of the leaders and the lack of appreciation and 
protection of the rights of individuals. If the government gives such action to overcome this 
prejudices and intolerance within the minds and hearts of every human person in all nations and 
in the global community, definitely we can have world peace.  A committed leadership is also 
important in the life of a peaceful nation. In such leader should perform their responsibilities 
with dedication and integrity, the willingness to give freedom for each individual and protects 
the right of compatriots. To go further, we must consider and interpret what human right is. 
Human rights determine the relation of individual in state in terms of rights and responsibilities 
and its pattern of instructions. Human right is a set of forms that refer to our rights, norms, and 
standard and promote human dignity and freedom and human rights are always binds by laws. 
Through this definition, we may come up that we should value our rights because it covers our 
dignity and our freedoms in life and our power to our relationship to our state. Respecting for 
human rights is very important in achieving a just, humane, and peaceful society. That similarly 
how we respects individual differences, shows cooperation, integrity, promote peace, knows our 



responsibility and take positive actions to promote peace. It must be also recognized that at the 
bottom of all efforts to build a just and peaceful society is the presence of a creative goodwill in 
a persons. It is virtue that seeks not self-interest but the good of others. It also seeks fairness and 
justice in relationships and in social structures. Social structures, for instance, laws and other 
organizations, policies, must be ensure that no groups are oppressed and discriminated against or 
even social and cultural differences should never be a reason for discrimination and oppression. 

 
Peace must begin each one of us. We should be able to know what peace is all about. 

Through deeper understanding with peace, we can promote peace and we can share it to others. 
As well as our rights, we should have freedom to express it neither to show it because it is our 
strength and power to live peacefully in life. We should fight for our right for the prosperity of 
our country. Our state must listen what are the complaint of their citizen to know what they 
should do for the betterment of this country. Since we are in democratic government, we should 
able to have freedom to express what we want to say to our. And leaders should give the citizens 
a chance to express it. Every citizen possesses different rights that binded by law, the right to life, 
the right to be educated, the right to be respected, the right to be loved and be loved and many 
other rights that is very essential to human beings. If the government will respects all the rights 
of every individual, we can attain peace. For being to be respected and have freedom is the 
beginning of peace and peace is the beginning of solidarity and unity of every individual to 
promote common goals. But as an individual, we have also mistakes to be considered why we 
don’t have peaceful life. Our lack of discipline is the mainly reason why we are about to be in the 
process of chaotic world. We are keeping on violating rules even simple rules we did not give the 
chance to respect it. Because sometimes, we people have the mannerism to do all things even if it 
is beyond to the field of law. We are the one also breaks the wall and the boundaries which was 
being build by our government. We did not put any limitation to express our rights. That’s why 
maybe; our government also did not respect us. We all know all things here on earth even our 
rights has the following limitation to be considered in order to avoid such discrimination towards 
others, avoid them to step on our rights and avoid inequalities that will result in breaking the 
relationship of the states and of the citizens. 

 
All this form of conflicts can be resolved, if we, individuals know how to control 

abuseness to the state or control the abuse of power and honor the aforementioned values of non-
violence, cooperation and justice. Our state also, must know how to appreciate individuals’ right 
so that presence of conflict is avoided. They should also see what the wants of individuals are, so 
that citizen may also be satisfied to their governance. The world may at peace requires and 
oblige individuals to cooperate each other and joining hands for peaceful living, we should have 
all the patience and perseverance or effort to express our rights and share our peace. We must 
also consider education as a tool in promulgating peace to our hearts and in expressing our rights. 
Through this, we may take some better alternative action that would give freedom and peace in 
ourselves and in our society. Because through education, it makes the person to value and give 
more importance to their attitudes, characteristics as human beings and make them as a truly 
whole person. That reject all forms of violence and always think optimistically and use their 
rights in a positive way that will not result in breaking the strong foundation of the state and of 
the citizens but instead it results to prosper peace among their hearts. The relationship between 
states and citizen is very important for the fact that this relationship will build a strong 
foundation of solemnity and tranquility, which the world badly needed. Moreover, it denounces 
all chaos and violence that will really affect the whole citizenry. The consistent relationship of 
both of them will help to break down all the barriers to express our human rights as well as in 
promoting peace. This ideal type of relationship will be the best solution of the problems that we 
are facing now, which is how to have freedom in our rights and how to achieve world peace.” 
GOD had said: let there be peace here on earth…”God want us to live peacefully. He does not 
want all chaos that will dominate in our society and as well as in the heart of every individual. 
He does not want to see us fighting each other for a nonsense reason. He wants us to love each 
other and respects each other to live life peacefully. Moreover, leaders must take focus to this. 
Leaders should not use their power to abuse individuals’ right. They should administer the 
society, act with compassion, commitment and ability to protect his fellow citizens so that people 
will trust them, and give their full support for the sake of the nation’s peacefulness and to 
alleviate prejudices. Above all this, God is the center of all. We should trust him that peace will 
always prevail above all these circumstances. We should not be weak and allow somebody to 
break the good future that God tend to lend us. We should be an abiding law and avoid making 
such violence. We should not allow anybody to step on in our rights because we have the rights 
to express of what we have. We should use our freedom in a productive and positive way of 



living. That we should impose limitation in exercising it and respects the gap between us and 
other people to avoid such conflict that will hinder in spreading peace.  

 
To have peace and to have freedom of our rights help us to be a supporting citizen of our 

nation that which we are able to give importance of individuals right and give us wisdom how to 
build relationship with others without discrimination and injustice and build relationship that 
shows equalities. We are able to learn more things how peace will be promoted and developed 
and how to use our rights without the bad effects to promote peace. Peace and Human rights are 
the most pleasurable treasure that we have. For it make us developed ourselves to be more 
sensitive and responsible enough in promoting peace and how we uphold our rights to others and 
molds us to be truly human with dignity, integrity and social responsibility that will ensure and 
guarantee us for a better and peaceful community.  

 
         


